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ABSTRACT
The Mekong River located in Southeast Asia is a global “hotspot” for aquatic biodiversity.
It includes an extensive variety of fish species second only to the Amazon River in South America.
Recent studies have revealed the impacts of anthropogenic and climate factors on this river system.
Such impacts can result in the formation of barriers, which divide a species population and impede
gene flow between separated sub-populations. Barriers influence evolutionary trajectories
resulting in the generation of geographic variants or subspecies from an ancestral population.
Catfish (Teleostei: Siluriformes) are a key species of the Mekong River ecosystem and are an
essential component of southeast Asian commercial fisheries. Using catfish as an indicator species
for Mekong River ecosystem stability has proved challenging due to use of different genetic
markers by different research groups and the unsuitability of some markers to resolve differences
at distinct taxonomic levels. In this study, a subset of samples from a larger group of more than
800 fish specimens from 19 sampling sites in the Lower Mekong Basin were used to examine the
suitability of the recombination activating gene 1 (rag1), a nuclear gene, for differentiating
phylogenetic and biogeographic relationships. Specifically, 183 samples from four phenotypically
identified Pangasiid species were used to compare marker fidelity between a mitochondrial gene
(i.e., 16S rDNA) and rag1, which was previously reported to resolve interspecies differences.
Phylogenies based on 16S rDNA were used to reveal species level relationships and to correct
misclassifications based on phenotypic identification of fish species. Two of the four species –
Pangasius macronema and Pangasianodon hypophthalmus - were further studied to determine if
the rag1 gene can serve as a robust genetic marker for evaluating phylogeographic patterns.
Discernable biogeographic trends for P. hypophthalmus were not resolved using rag1 as a marker.
However, a phylogenetic cluster was resolved for P. macronema that mapped to geography

suggesting that rag1 may be useful in resolving biogeographic structure for this species of catfish.
If catfish are to be used as indicator species for river system stability, establishing reliable genetic
markers for rapid analysis of biogeographic trends is essential.
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I.

INTRODUCTION
I.1. The Mekong River system: Facts, General fish ecology, and Fisheries
The Mekong River in Southeast Asia is one of the most diverse river systems in the world

(Piman et al., 2013). The Mekong River is the tenth-largest river on the planet (MRC, 2010) and
is a global “hotspot” for aquatic biodiversity - second only to the Amazon River in South America
(Li et al., 2017; Vu et al., 2015). The Mekong River system is renown for its biodiversity including
a robust variety of fish species and other aquatic life (Quyen et al., 2015; Ziv, Baran et al., 2012).
This river system originates in the eastern watershed of the Tibetan Plateau in the province of
Qinghai, China at elevations of ~5 km above sea level. Over 4,909 km of tributaries and branches
distribute water through six countries: China, Myanmar, Laos, Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam.
Ultimately, the system empties into the Pacific Ocean (MRC, 2010). The system is often described
in two parts: the northern Upper Mekong Basin (UMB) and southern Lower Mekong Basin (LMB)
(Fig. 1.1). The UMB portion is located in a temperate high-altitude semi-tropical zone of China,
often referred to as the Lancang River. The UMB covers an area of approximately 195,000 km2
(24% of total drainage) of mostly mountainous/alpine regions with low human population density.
The LMB is the portion of the river system flowing through five of the aforementioned countries
located in the tropical zone of Southeast Asia: Myanmar, Laos, Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam.
This lower segment of the Mekong River system drains across a total land area of 60,000 km2
(76% of total drainage). The LMB features a notably flat topography ranging a few meters in
altitude down to sea level. Unlike the UMB, the LMB has a high human population density serving
more than 60 million people (Chea et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017; MRC, 2010; Piman et al., 2013).
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Figure 1. 1. Map of the Mekong River
(a) The locations of dams and irrigation projects in the Mekong basin, (b) The longitudinal profile of the
Mekong river system from its headwaters, (c) the LMB study area with all sampling sites on the main river
tributaries (see Table A 1 for sampling site assignations). The data for the dams and irrigation projects were
compiled from WLE Greater Mekong (2017) and Mekong River Commission (2015) (see Li et al., 2017).
[The sampling map was created by Kelsey Bevenour using the Matplotlib Basemap Toolkit].
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A plethora of studies over the past decade have addressed the impacts of anthropogenic
factors (e.g., hydrological dam construction, overexploitation of fisheries) and natural disturbances
(e.g., sediment accumulation, sea level rise, and salinity intrusion) on the UMB and LMB
(Chaudhry et al., 2007; Chea et al., 2016; Grumbine et al., 2012; Halls, 2009; Li et al., 2017).
Hydroelectric dam construction represents one of the most significant disturbances to river systems
(Li et al., 2017; Nilsson et al., 2005). One report estimates that approximately 70% of the world’s
largest river systems have been extensively fragmented by dam construction (Nilsson et al., 2005).
Another study suggests that dam construction has reduced the number of large free-flowing rivers
in the world by an estimated 21% (Li et al., 2017; Zarfl et al., 2014). Since the Mekong River
system is among the world’s largest, it has also been impacted by dam construction projects.
Although hydrological dams support the electricity demands of the large human population centers
in Southeast Asia, they also introduce constraints on the water-associated activities, preservation,
and river ecosystems management. A multitude of dams (ca. 755) and major irrigation projects
have been completed or are under construction within the Mekong River system (see Fig. 1.1).
An up-to-date inventory of projects impacting the Mekong River system is publicly available
(MRC, 2015; Li et al., 2017; WLE Greater Mekong, 2017). Such constructions, particularly the
larger dams, have been shown to block fish migration, which is critical to maintaining biodiversity
(Baras et al., 1994; Cada et al., 2006). Furthermore, fish that move downstream through these
physical barriers are at high risk of injury and mortality, which also impacts biodiversity
(Baumgartner et al., 2017). Ultimately, the construction of dams results in significant changes in
hydrological conditions across the Mekong River system in both mainstream and smaller
tributaries and branches, which , in turn, can result in deleterious downstream impacts on the river
and its aquatic biodiversity (Baird et al., 2001).
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Anthropogenic perturbations coupled with other factors, including climate change (natural
or anthropogenically-driven) and salinity intrusion, ultimately result in river system degradation
and contribute to long-term issues such as sea level rise, which adds more stress on the river basins
(Dasgupta, 2007; Li et al., 2017). These impacts are evident in Lower Mekong Delta in Vietnam.
Indeed, it appears that the delta is subjected to annually increasing system stresses due to
anthropogenic factors and natural climate change (Kano et al., 2016; Nguyen et al., 2015).
Although it is difficult to assess the relative contribution of natural versus anthropogenic-driven
factors on the deterioration of the Mekong River system, data suggest that the delta is changing
(Li et al., 2017; Nguyen, 2016). For example, erosion and accretion have alternately occurred along
the shoreline of the Mekong Delta causing a decline of the total area of the delta (Li et al., 2017).
A major concern is loss of biodiversity and stability of fish populations (Dudgeon, 2000).
Given that the Mekong River supplies more than two million tons of fish per year (Hortle, 2007)
to local, regional, and international markets, continuous and increasing disruption of fisheries has
a critical impact on national economies and the food supply for local residents who rely on the
Mekong River for direct nourishment and household income (Dugan et al., 2010; WWF, 2016).
About 850 freshwater fish species and as many as 1100 marine fishe species inhabit the
Lower Mekong River (Baumgartner et al., 2017; Hortle, 2009). Over 85% of them are migratory.
These fish travel upstream in the river to spawn in May-July and then return to the downstream
locations in September-December for rearing (Baran, 2006; Hill & Hill, 1994; Hortle, 2009).
Along the vast arborization of river branches in the LMB, adjacent habitats can be separated by
ecological barriers which, may, in turn, have deleterious impacts on population dynamics of select
species of fish and/or overall aquatic biodiversity (Baumgartner et al., 2017; Coates et al., 2003).
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For example, it was shown that aquatic organisms adapted to life at high altitudes in faster
flowing cooler streams might be isolated from their neighbors if they are unable to survive in the
downstream lowland environments. This phenomenon has been described in rivers subjected to
monsoon climates such as the Mekong River (Coates, 2003).
The Mekong River system is one of the world’s largest inland fisheries with the annual
fishery yield of over two million tons (Baumgartner et al., 2017; Hortle, 2007; MRC, 2010).
According to the Mekong River Commission’s official website (http://www.mrcmekong.org),
there has been a robust development of aquaculture since 2000. Aquaculture production in 2008
was estimated at 1.9 million tons, which was five times higher than the production in 2000
(Sverdrup-Jensen, 2002). Production from the Mekong Delta in Vietnam contributed 1.6 million
tons of this total supply (http://www.mrcmekong.org). The relative contribution of aquaculture to
overall fisheries productivity in the Mekong River system is increasing annually (Hortle, 2007).
Despite this growth in “fish farms”, the future of natural fisheries, other aquaculture (e.g., shrimp),
and the people of the Mekong River system is uncertain. Changes in the Mekong River system
including: river basin fragmentation, water level rises during rainy seasons, and salt intrusion
during dry seasons – adversely impact water exchange and water quality in aquaculture operations,
which play a crucial role in exports and serves as a source of employment for thousands of workers
(Nguyen et al., 2014; Trieu & Phong, 2015). Increasing regional populations coupled with
pressures on fisheries and an overall decline in the productivity of the lower Mekong river system
as a consequence of anthropogenic and climate factors could result in disastrous consequences.
Developing strategies for mitigating adverse factors, requires an understanding of the
relative influence of deleterious factors on the overall negative effect. However, it is challenging
to parse definitively anthropogenic perturbations from strictly natural disturbances.
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What is the relative contribution of anthropogenic versus natural factos on biodiversity
and river system stability? This broad question is being addressed from several angles by many
research groups in both government agencies and academia. While some scientists are
investigating large-scale climate models (Anh et al., 2018; Carew-Reid, 2007; Trieu & Phong,
2015), others are studying hydrologic data (Grumbine et al., 2012; Li et al., 2017; Nguyen et al.,
2015). Other research analysts use economic trends and trade data as indicators of ecosystem
stability. Another approach is to monitor and characterize changes in key species that can serve as
“bioindicators” of the state of the ecosystem.
Through a U.S. National Science Foundation Research Coordination Network (RCN)
entitled, “RCN UBE: MIRC and MB Research Coordination – Food, Energy, Water, and
Ecosystem Resources” (award no. 1624171; PI-Ceballos) – our lab is assessing biogeographic
structure and trends in fish of the LMB to determine if there are population patterns (and dynamics)
that are indicators of changes in the Mekong River system. However, for an organism to be used
as a robust indicator of ecosystem changes, methods for appropriate identification must be in place.
In modern biology, not only is phenotypic identification important but also genetic classification.
Modern molecular genetics requires that suitable genetic markers are defined not only for
taxonomic classification but also for elucidating more complex information about biogeography,
population dynamics, and evolutionary trends. These can be individual genes, concatenations of
multiple genes (conserved and variable), or patterns single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
across vast regions of the genome.
For this thesis project, I sought to determine which (if any) fish species may be suitable
bioindicators to explore the general question: Are biogeographic structures of within species and
between species of a fish in the LMB that can serve as an indication of river system stability?
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I.2.

Catfish as Indicator Species in The Lower Mekong River in Vietnam

This Mekong Delta in Vietnam, which is a portion of the LMB is the third largest river
delta in the world (Coleman et al., 2003). It is roughly defined geographically as the triangular
region between Phnom Penh (Cambodia), the mouth of the Saigon River near Ho Chi Minh City
(Vietnam) and Ca Mau Cape in the southern Ca Mau Peninsula (Li et al., 2017; Ta et al., 2005).
In 2003, the human population of the LMB was approximately 70 million (Piman et al., 2013).
Models predict that by 2025, the population could grow to over 100 million people (MRC, 2010).
Undeniably, the economic livelihood of this region rest primarily in river ecosystem resources
(e.g., agriculture and fisheries). However, the LMB is considered to be one of the most vulnerable
regions in the world to climate change (Carolina & Hill, 2011).
Multiple approaches are being used to assess the state of the LMB river system and predict
hydrological, climate, biological, and economic trends. One key approach is to study the river
ecosystem stability by assessing changes in “indicator” species. In other words, there are
populations of microorganisms, plants, and animals that are so important to an ecosystem that
population dynamics of these species can be used to infer information about the system as a whole.
For the LMB, catfish are considered keystone species of the river ecosystem (Gustiano & Pouyaud,
2007; Thuong, 2004). Changes in catfish population structures may provide insight into the state
of the larger system. Studying several species in parallel can provide even more powerful
inferences about the system. Specifically, major changes in biodiversity, as well as relative
changes in population between several species with distinct niches (or selective pressures), may
help to parse the relative contributions of anthropogenic factors versus natural disturbances in
overall system disruption. For this study, two catfish species with different size ranges and
selective pressures were studied: Pangasius macronema and Pangasianodon hypophthalmus.
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I.3.

Catfish (Teleostei: Siluriformes)

Catfish (Teleostei: Siluriformes) are a diverse clade of ray-finned fish distributed across all
continents with over 3,088 validated living species belonging to 477 genera and 36 families
(Ferraris, 2007; Teugels, 2003). It is estimated that there are another 1750 undescribed species
(Sabaj et al., 2004; Sullivan et al., 2006). The siluriformes are present in marine, fresh, and
brackish waters. Freshwater families account for about 32% of freshwater fish worldwide
(Teugels, 1996). Only two marine families have been recognized, namely: Plotosidae and Ariidae
(Kailola, 2004; Yu & Quilang, 2014).
Because of their global distribution in freshwater habitats and their extensive biodiversity,
Silurformes are a taxon of interest for: river system conservation (Dudgeon, 2000; Dwivedi et al.,
2017; Hogan et al., 2004; Hortle, 2007; Khedkar et al., 2016; Poulsen & Hortle, 2004); systematics
(Ferraris, 2007; Gustiano & Pouyaud, 2008; Lundberg et al., 2000; Teugels, 2003; Tran, 2013);
and, biogeography (Betancur-R, 2009; Chiachio et al., 2008; Roxo et al., 2012; Sullivan et al.,
2000 & 2006).

I.3.1. The family Pangasiidae and four species of interest
Order Siluriformes (a.k.a, catfish) constitute two suborders: Loricarioidei and Siluroidei.
The family Pangasiidae, commonly called “shark catfish”, belongs to the second Siluroidei
(Teugels, 1996). The Siluroidei are mainly distributed throughout Southeast Asia with certain
species endemic to the LMB. (Pouyaud et al., 2004). Pangasiids are freshwater species that exhibit
morphological and ecological diversity (Gustiano & Pouyaud, 2008; Pouyaud et al., 2000).
Morphologically, species of the family Pangasiidae generally feature: a laterally compressed body,
two pairs of barbels (maxillary and mandibular), long anal fins (~25% above average), short dorsal
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fins with one or two spines, and small adipose fins (Gustiano & Pouyaud, 2008; Teugels, 1996).
Many systematics studies of this family based on anatomical traits recognize four genera (with 28
validated species): Pangasius (Valenciennes, 1840; Gustiano & Pouyaud, 2007); Helicophagus
(Bleeker, 1858); Pangasianodon (Chevey, 1930); and, Pteropangasius (Fowler, 1937). However,
in the literature, the number of Pangasiid species has been constrained to 29 species (Dwivedi et
al., 2017), and 30 species (Ferraris, 2007).
Catfish of the family Pangasiidae play an essential role in Southeast Asia in terms of
economic and food security. They are found in both local wild capture fisheries and aquaculture.
Pangasiid catfish fisheries are likely the largest and most complex catfish fisheries in the world
(Hogan & May, 2002), particularly in the Mekong Delta, where high-density riverine “farms” are
the primary source of production. Although anthropogenic activities and climate change currently
threatened all fish of the Mekong River, Pangasiids are reported to be one of the highest risk groups
(Dudgeon 2000; So et al., 2006 b).
This study began with a focus on four of the ~30 catfish species sampled from the LMB:
Pangasianodon hypophthalmus (Sauvage, 1878), Pangasius macronema (Bleeker, 1850),
Pangasius conchophilus (Roberts & Vidthayanon, 1991), and Pangasius bocourti (Sauvage, 1880)
- due to their presumed distribution in LMB, their migratory behaviors, body size variations, and
their abundance in the sample collection. All four species are migratory and primarily distributed
in the LMB. P. hypophthalmus belongs to the genus Pangasianodon. Specimens from this species
are relatively large (the maximum published size of 44.0 kg, and 130.0 cm in length). Although P.
hypophthalmus occurs naturally in the Mekong River system, it is also a species that is abundantly
raised in aquaculture. The other three catfish species are from the genus Pangasius. This genus
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Pangasius is the most diverse genus in the family Pangasiidae comprising 22 of the 29 species of
this family (Dwivedi et al., 2017).
The genus Pangasius is represented by species of various sizes from small (the maximum
length of 30.0 cm) to wild fish (P. macronema) to large (the maximum length of 120.0 cm) catfish
(e.g., P. conchophilus, P. bocourti) (Fishbase, 2019). These larger catfish are raised abundantly on
fish farms; however, they are also found in nature (Roberts & Vidthayanon, 1991; So et al., 2006a).
The number of samples for each of these species was higher than others within the specimen
collection used for this project. Out of more than 800 specimens (~36 species represented), 183 of
the them were classified as one of these four species. Moreover, specimens representing these four
species were collected from ~15 different sampling locations throughout the Vietnamese LMB.
Thus, their broad dispersal throughout the LMB made these four species attractive for studying
biogeographic structure. Any biogeographic or population trends that could be resolved could
potentially be correlated to species size and migratory behavior as well as whether the species was
heavily farmed or strictly wild.
Specifically, P. macronema is a small migratory catfish, which is not typically farmed.
Indeed, it is almost strictly naturally-occurring in the large rivers and tributaries of Southeast Asia
(Baird et al., 2001). Although P. macronema is fished locally and used as a food source, it is not
considered a commercial catfish and, certainly, is not produced on farms at levels comparable to
the other species of the group. The maximum standard length (SL) for P. macronema is 30.0 cm.
[SL is the length of the fish measured from the snout tip to the posterior end of the last vertebra].
The maxillary and mandibular barbels have lengths between 100.5-203.9% and 76.8-176.5% of
the head length (HL), respectively. P. macronema is also known for its “big” eyes with diameters
ranging from 21.9-45.0% of HL (Gustiano & Pouyaud, 2007; Roberts & Vidthayanon, 1991).
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Table 1. 1. Key morphological traits of the four Pangasiid species
Scientific name
(Local name)

Images from Tran et al. (2013)

Images by REU collectors

Pangasianodon
hypophthalmus
(Tra/sutchi)
(Sauvage, 1878)

Pangasius bocourti
(Basa)
(Sauvage, 1880)

Pangasius
conchophilus
(Hu)
(Roberts &
Vidthayanon, 1991)

Pangasius
macronema
(Sat soc)
(Bleeker, 1850)

Note: A- Pelvic fin; B- Barbels; C- Anal fin; D- Gill rakers; E- Snout; F- Eye diameter.
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The three other species of interest - P. hypophthalmus, P. bocourti, and P. conchophilus
are medium- to larger-size fish. These can be caught in the larger, deeper river sections but are
also heavily farmed in caged culture systems. P. hypophthalmus is the biggest fish among the four
species with a SLmax of 130 cm, and a maximum published weight of 44.0 kg (Fishbase, 2019).
The most conspicuous morphological features of P. hypophthalmus are: six-branch dorsal-fin rays,
very short barbels, and dark stripes down the middle of the anal fin and on each of caudal lobes.
P. hypophthalmus has been listed as endangered on the IUCN Red List (2011) due to population
declines in the wild. This species has also been introduced into other river basins for aquaculture.
P. bocourti and P. conchophilus are phenotypically similar with the same SLmax of 100 cm,
short barbels, long snout, and an eye diameter less than 22.8% of HL. The number of anal fin rays
and gill rakers is 31-34 and 36-46 for P. bocourti and 25-30 and 15-19 for P. conchophilus,
respectively. (Gustiano, 2009; Gustiano & Pouyaud, 2007; Rainboth, 1996; Roberts &
Vidthayanon, 1991; Tran, 2013). Although these less conspicuous differences are critical for
accurate identification, these two species are often misidentified by farmers or market vendors.
In the Mekong Delta, cage culture of Pangasiid catfish is a primary source of catfish for
commercial markets (Coates et al., 2003). Reports from Mekong River Commission (MRC) and
FAO (2010) emphasize that P. hypophthalmus aquaculture is an iconic example of success in the
food production industry of Vietnam, expanding at an average rate of 35% per year in terms of
both volume and value since 2000. This growth has notably contributed to the national economy
as well as local, rural economies of the Mekong Delta (Bush et al., 2009).
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I.3.2. Overview of Catfish Studies and Genetic Markers
Despite being a significantly diverse group, phylogenetic relationships within the
Siluriformes have remained insufficiently resolved at higher taxonomic levels (Vu et al., 2018).
These relationships can be studied by different approaches including morphology, molecular data,
or a combination of both. A classical and generally effective method to classify different taxa rely
on phenotypic features and biometrics. For example, studies by Gustiano et al. (2008, 2009) and
Rainboth (1996) comprehensively examined the families, genera, and the validated species of
pangasiids of the LMB. However, in systematics, phenotypic identification approaches often have
limitation due to varied environmental traits and, sometimes, a lack of conspicuously
distinguishing morphological features (Covain et al., 2015; Vu et al., 2015).
In modern biology, genetic and phenotypic classification are at least equally important.
Modern molecular genetics requires that suitable genetic markers are defined not only for
taxonomic classification but also for elucidating more complex information about biogeography,
population dynamics, and evolutionary trends. These can be individual genes, concatenations of
multiple genes (conserved and variable), or patterns single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
across vast regions of the genome. Molecular techniques have been developed to support powerful
approaches in attempts to accurately determine phylogenetic relationships. Several studies have
employed different genetic markers to distinguish catfish at family, genus, and species levels.
Sullivan et al. (2006) published a comprehensive study on the familial level relationships between
110 species from 36 families using the nuclear markers rag1 and rag2. These markers were also
used by: Peixoto et al. (2000); Cramer et al. (2011); Yu & Quilang (2014); and, Page et al. (2019).
Studies suggest that the combined use of nuclear and mitochondrial genes tends to improve the
accuracy of phylogenetic trees (Lake & Moore, 1998).
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Combined use of mitochondrial and nuclear markers to resolve catfish phylogenetic
relationships at the sub-family level (i.e., in Loricariidae) have been studied by several groups
(Covain et al., 2015; Cramer et al., 2011; Roxo et al., 2014). Using similar phlyogenetic strategies,
Yu and Quilang (2014) studied Philippine catfish relationships. Other studies, focused on catfish
from other regions, have also been completed, such as the: African Clariidae (Jansen et al., 2006),
Cambodian Pangasiidae (So et al., 2006 a&b), Malaysian Pangasiidae (Azlina et al., 2013), and
Vietnamese Pangasiidae (Quyen et al., 2015; Ta et al., 2005; Truong et al., 2018; Vu et al., 2018).
Atlhough previous studies covered different levels of phylogenetic relatedness and biogeography
of different catfish, inter- and intra-species levels are either under-studied or under-resolved and
require additional work.
To explore the interspecies relationships, Hebert et al. (2003) proposed a new molecular
biological method called DNA barcoding, which is based on sequence diversity in the
mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase subunit I (COI) gene to identify congeneric taxa in the major
animal phyla. Results showed that species-level resolution could routinely be obtained through
COI analysis. This method was continuously developed and evaluated, ultimately suggesting that
within species determination resolves, on average, at 98% sequence identity. (Wong et al., 2011).
Other studies report that a 1-3% divergence between rDNA gene sequences reflects the range
where closely related species can still be differentiated; however, intra-species genetic diversity
can confounded results (Chatellier et al., 2014; Stackebrandt & Goebel, 1994; Wong et al., 2011).
Pope et al. (1996) and Wong et al. (2011) reported that mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) exhibits a
high rate of base substitutions, while Ciofi et al. (1999) provides examples where nuclear markers
with high levels of polymorphism and high mutation rates (e.g.,major histocompatibility loci)
suggesting that nuclear genes may be more sensitive indicators of genetic relatedness than mtDNA.
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I.4.

Research aims

Evidence for the utility of COI is compelling and supports the assertion that this
mitochondrial gene is capable of resolving at least species-level differences (Wong et al., 2011).
In terms of nuclear genes, the recombination activating genes (i.e., rag1 and rag2) have been
touted as nuclear markers with the ability to resolve high-end phylogenetic differences (i.e.,
species level differences) (Sullivan et al., 2006).
In this study, the efficacy of rag1 for resolving intra-species relationships is explored.
Resolution of subpopulation differences (i.e., geographic variants) within a species using a single
robust marker would provide a rapid indication of potential biogeographic structure.
Here we test the following hypothesis: The rag1 gene resolves intraspecies differences in
genetic relatedness between different subpopulations of a given catfish species derived from
distinct geographic locations in the LMB.
To test this hypothesis, two research aims were pursued using molecular genetics methods.
Specific Aim 1. For the first aim, standard 16r RNA analysis was used to determine if the
specimens representing four species of Pangasiid catfish were properly identified by the vendors
and local ichthyologists. If specimens were not correctly classified due to very similar
morphologies between some of the specimens, this mitochondrial marker should resolve instances
of misclassification. This first aim is important because it ensures proper genetic identification for
subsequent analyses undertaken in the next research aim.
Specific Aim 2. For the second aim, genetically verified samples from two of four species:
P. macronema and P. hypophthalmus - were further studied to determine whether the rag1 gene
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could serve as a robust genetic marker for intraspecies differentiation of genetic relatedness
between specimens from distinct geographic locations in the LMB.
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II.

CORRECTION OF PHENOTYPIC MISCLASSIFICATION VIA GENETIC
IDENTIFICATION USING MITOCHONDRIAL GENE MARKERS
II.1.

Introduction

The taxonomy of catfish lacks standardization since species names vary depending on dates
of publication, places of publication, taxonomic revisions, and whether morphological or genetic
criteria were used for identification (So et al., 2011). A few recent reports have addressed
taxonomy of LMB Pangasiids because the systematics of this family had not been resolved
(Gustiano & Pouyaud, 2007 & 2008; Vu et al., 2015). It is essential to correctly identify wild
species that will be used to add genetic diversity to aquaculture operations or otherwise optimize
the production of cultured species (Gustiano, 2009). Correct classification is also important
because each catfish species has a specific market value.
While collecting samples from local markets, there was a concern that vendors were
mislabeling fish that had close phenotypic features to other species. Although vendors did not use
latin name identifiers (i.e., genus and species), each local name is mapped to a latin designation.
Apart from vendor information, specimen identification was performed by undergraduate
researchers using “Fishes of the Mekong Delta, Vietnam” by Tran et al. (2013) as a reference.
These species calls were supported by photographs and identification validation by fish biologists
from a major Vietnamese university. However, photos taken in the field sometimes did not resolve
key features needed to ensure proper identification even by seasoned fish experts. For example, it
was sometime difficule to count the number of anal fin rays, which is key to differentiating closely
related species. These are typical issues with phenotypic or morphological classification.
DNA-based techniques are effective in species identification. Specifically, mitochondrial
DNA provides strong phylogenetic signals (Betancur-R et al., 2017). The use of 16S rRNA gene
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for species identification is ubiquitously employed for prokaryotic as well as eukaryotic organisms.
In addition to 16S, the cytochrome oxidase subunit I (COI) gene, is also used as a common
mitochondrial marker and is reported to provide a broader range of phylogenetic signal than other
mtDNA genes (Hebert et al., 2003). In addition to species identification capability, the evolution
of COI is rapid enough to allow the differentiation of closely related species (Cramer et al., 2011).
For Specific Aim 1, both of these mitochondrial gene markers (16S and COI) were employed as a
method for correcting species misidentification as well as investigating the genetic relationships.
II.2.

Materials and Methods
II.2.1.

Sampling method

Specimens were collected from local fish markets at 16 geographically-distinct sites shown
in Fig. 1.1(c). (Note that 3-4 different markets were available at site P, which is a city center.
Sampling started at approximately 5:00 am (local time) to satisfy two assumptions of this study.
First, it was assumed that the fresh catch (i.e., wild fish) would be available early in the morning
and supplmentation of markets with farmed fish occurs in the afternoon. This assumption was
driven by local knowledge of sales practices. Second, it was assumed that fishermen would bring
wild fish to the nearest market first providing a waypoint (within a range) along the river for the
natural habitat of the caught specimen. It is known that fish are routinely harvested from the rivers
by local fishermen or fishery agencies before sunrise and are then transported to nearby markets.
In short, early morning collection increases the chance of collecting local fresh wild fish without
directly sampling from the river. Sampling also occurred during the day when cultured fish from
local fish farms were sold in neighbor markets and transferred to markets in bigger cities to meet
demand. Eventually, both wild and cultured fish were obtained to cover the sampling criteria for
this research project.
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Samples sites extended throughout the LMB from the Vietnamese-Cambodian border
along multiple river branches down to the coastal areas of the East Sea in southern Vietnam, which
is part of Pacific Ocean (Fig. 1.1c). Sampling took place in June 2017 and locations were selected
along different river branches throughout the area to maximize the possibility of resolving genetic
signatures as a function of geography. In total, 805 samples were collected from 19 sampling sites
in 16 cities and provinces (Table A 1). The sample set included 40 projected species belonging to
16 genera and 17 families of catfish (Teleostei: Siluriformes). A tissue sample (8-15mm diameter)
from the caudal fin from each specimen was extricated and preserved on Whatman™ FTA™
classic cards (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). Samples were kept at room temperature (RT) for
transport to the laboratory for DNA analyses. From the total collection, 183 samples representing
four projected species were used for this study.
Fin clips preserved on FTA cards were handled following Whatman™ FTA Protocols
(GE, KA2950220318DF). In brief, tissue samples were removed from the FTA cards using a
Whatman™ Uni-Core puncher (6mm diameter). Samples were washed three times with a
Whatman™ FTA purification reagent (200µL per wash) followed by two rinses with a TE buffer
(10 mM Tris-HCl, 0.1 mM EDTA; pH 8.0; 150 µL per wash). Washed and rinsed sample discs
were air-dried at RT. If not immediately processed for DNA extraction, discs were stored at 4ºC.
II.2.2.

DNA extraction

Total genomic DNA was extracted from the discs using the PureLink™ Genomic DNA
Mini Kit (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s protocol. Tissue lysates were incubated at 55ºC
for 3-5 hours (depending on the thickness of the fin clips from each fish species) and vortexed
every 30 minutes to improve cell lysis. The quality and quantity of purified DNA were measured
using a NanoDrop (DeNovix, Thermo Scientific), then stored at -20°C for further analyses.
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II.2.3.

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and sequencing

Using the primers shown in Table 2.1, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was employed to
amplify 16S rDNA and COI. Each reaction was carried out in a volume of 50 µL, consisting of
25 µL Quick-Load® Taq 2X Master Mix (NEB), 1 µL of each primer at a 10 µM concentration,
40-100 ng of template DNA, and nuclease-free water to bring the reactions to the final volume.
Amplification was performed in a T100™ Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad). The PCR reaction
conditions included an initial 3 min. denaturation stage at 94°C, 35 cycles of 94°C for 30s,
annealing for 30-45s (50°C for 16S and 56°C for COI), extension at 72°C for 60-90s, followed by
a final 5-10 min. extension at 72°C.

Table 2. 1. Fish universal primers used in this study
Gene

Primers

Sequence (5’-> 3’)

References

16Sar-F

ACG CCT GTT TAT CAA AAA CAT

Kocher et al. (1989)

16Sar-R

CCG GTC TGA ACT CAG ATC ACG T

Roxo et al. (2014)

COI-F1

TCA ACC AAC CAC AAA GAC ATT GGC AC

Ward et al. (2005)

COI-R1

TAG ACT TCT GGG TGG CCA AAG AAT CA

Roxo et al. (2014)

16S rRNA

COI

RAG1

rag1(3’)- CTC AGC TGT AGC CAG TAC CAC AAA ATG
F1483I

López et al. (2004)

rag1(3’)- TGA GCC TCC ATG AAC TTC TGA AGR TAY TT
R3055

López et al. (2004)

rag1(3’)GAT GTM AGT GAG AAG CAT GG
F1870*

Sullivan et al.
(2006)

*Internal primer used for sequencing only; rag1(3’) means that the 3’ end portion of the rag1
gene is amplified.
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PCR products were resolved on 1% agarose gels using a Tris-borate (TBE) buffer (pH 8.3)
containing a 1X final concentration of Midori Green Advanced DNA stain (MG04, Bulldog-Bio),
alongside Quick-Load® 1 kb Plus DNA ladder (NEB) for sizing. Gel electrophoresis was run at
120V for 30 mins, then visualized on a UV transilluminator or pictured by Gel Doc (Bio-Rad).
PCR product was purified using PureLink™ Quick PCR Purification Kit (Invitrogen), following
the manufacturer’s instructions.
Each purified PCR product from 16S and COI markers was sequenced using the
corresponding forward amplification primer, standard Sanger sequencing was requested from
Eurofins Genomics services (Louisville, KY, USA). [Approximately 600 bp of the 16S rRNA gene
and 650 bp of the COI gene were amplified, respectively].
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II.2.4.

Phylogenetic analyses

16S rRNA sequencing results range from 537 bp to 565 bp. As many reference sequences
retrieved from GenBank were only 537 bp in length, all the 16S sequences generated in this project
were trimmed to a final alignment of 537 bp. Thus, three to four sequences from each species in
this data set were selected based on their geographic locations (south-north versus east-west) to
avoid any bias. Phylogenetic trees comprised of all four species were generated to verify species
identity and phylogenetic relationships (Fig. 2.1).
The identities of the amplified sequences were verified through the GenBank Basic Local
Alignment Search Tool (BLAST). The quality of sequencing data was tested by visualizing
chromatograms in Geneious Prime® 2019.1.3 (https://www.geneious.com). Nucleotide sequences
for each of the two data sets (i.e., 16S and COI) were aligned independently using multi align
MUSCLE alignment (Edgar, 2004). The uninformative bases at both ends of the alignments were
trimmed. The channel catfish Ictalurus punctatus (Rafinesque, 1818; GenBank AF482987) was
used as the outgroup because this is a catfish species distantly related to Pangasiid ingroups.
Phylogenie were constructed using the Neighbor-Joining (NJ) tree building method, which is based
on genetic distance between a pair of sequences, and the Tamura-Nei model (Tamura & Nei, 1993)
from Geneious Tree Builder using default settings. This method is useful for analyzing data sets
that have low levels of sequence divergence (Yang & Rannala, 2012). The clade supports were
tested by the bootstrap method with 1000 replicates.
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II.3.

Results

II.3.1. Identity confirmation
Among the four species of interest, 16S rRNA was successfully sequenced for all species,
whereas only a fraction of specimens yielded useful sequencing results for the COI gene.
Moreover, the COI sequences that were obtained showed weaker signals than that of 16S with
low-quality scores and undetermined bases (denoted by “NNN” in the trace data). Sequencing data
were considered adequate for phylogenetic analyses if trace peaks are well-formed and separated
with good quality scores and if the sequence length was as close to 600 bp. After checking all
sequencing results, it was decided that only the 16S rRNA data were of sufficient quality for
subsequent analysis.
BLAST results of 16S rRNA sequences confirmed specimen identities against the
projected information obtained from the vendors in the Vietnamese markets and local fish experts.
Table 2. 2 summarizes the number of specimens from each species whose genetic identifications
based on 16S data were matched to the projected names. Specimens of P. macronema were
correctly reported 100% of instances due to the species distinct morphological characteristics.
Several samples projected to be P. hypophthalmus and P. bocourti were genetically confirmed to
belong to other species with phenotypic similarities. The most severe case of mis-identification
occurred with projected P. conchophilus samples. Only 4.7% of these projected specimens were
genetically validated. The majority of samples were genetically determined to be P. bocourti,
which was logical since this species shares common morphological traits with P. conchophilus.
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Table 2. 2. Summary of identity confirmation of the four Pangasiid species based on 16S
rRNA data
Projected species

True count after
corrections

Confirmed species

P. bocourti

P. bocourti

P. conchophilus

P. hypophthalmus

P. bocourti

(N = 28)

(N = 26)

(N = 1)

(N = 1)

(N = 73)

P. conchophilus

P. conchophilus

P. bocourti

P. conchophilus
N/A

(N = 42)

(N = 2)

(N = 40)

P. hypophthalmus

P. hypophthalmus

P. bocourti

(N = 3)
P. hypophthalmus
N/A

(N = 45)

(N = 38)

P. macronema

P. macronema

(N = 7)

P. macronema
N/A

(N = 68)

(N = 39)

(N = 68)

N/A
(N = 68)

Note: “N” is a number of specimens for each species. N/A means no sample was misidentified.
Projected species refers to the number of samples classified based on the vendors’ information
and morphological classification criteria by Tran et al. (2013). Confirmed species are the number
of species corresponding each species when confirmed by BLAST with the numbers in red color
designated the same identifications between projected species and identities confirmed by
BLAST. The last column (true count after corrections) includes the total number of specimens of
each species from the entire data set of 183 samples after correcting all misidentifications.
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II.3.2. Phylogenetic relationships of interspecies levels
In addition to BLAST results, which resolved species identification errors, phylogenies
(i.e., neighbor-joining trees) from 16SrRNA data further confirm correct identification by
resolving four groupings that correspond to the four species identified in the prior BLAST search.
P. hypophthalmus sequences formed a separate cluster as expected since it belongs to a distinct
genus - Pangasianodon. The three Pangasius species likewise clustered into their intragenus
divisions, resolving the distinct species of: P. macronema, P. bocourti, and P. conchophilus.
P. macronema and P. bocourti appear more closely related to each other than either is to
P. conchophilus based on this phylogenetic information. It is noted, however, that this node shows
a 41.1% bootstrap value (1000 tree replicates), which indicates that this relationship is not as
convincing as some of the other species level branches. Still, P. macronema and P. bocourti are
sister clades of P. conchophilus.
Phyologenie using 16SrRNA data set the percent identity of same species determination
between 99.4-100.0% and same genus determination between 95.3-97.0%. Intergenus
determination fell between 92.0-94.1% (Fig. 2.1). It is noted, however, that these thresholds were
obtained from a 16S tree constructed with small data set. Although these values may not be
generalizable, the results were sufficient to address the questions of the first research aim.
Moreover, the results regarding interspecies relationships are consistent with a report published by
Karinthanyakit and Jondeung (2012). Unlike our results, Poyaud (2000) and Vu et al. (2018)
reported that P. bocourti and P. conchophilus are closely related, being sisters of P. macronema.
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Figure 2. 1. A neighbor-joining tree from the 16S data of the four Pangasiid species
Each number at a node means the percentage of times that clade appeared in the set of 1000
bootstrap replicate trees. Ictalurus punctatus was used as an outgroup.

A larger data set was used to determine if 16S rRNA could resolve intraspecies
relationships. Specifically, 16S data (using 3-4 sequences from each species) were used to
construct phylogenies and demonstrate the limitations of 16S rRNA as a marker for resolving
higher level relationships (i.e., sub-species or geographic variants). For example, 35 sequences
from P. macronema were used to construct phylogenetic trees (Fig. 2.2). The 16S phylogenies did
not resolve any notable clusters. The P. macronema 16S tree shows bootstrap values of 100% and
no distinct clades. Although there are two clusters resolved (85.5 and 65.5 bootstrap values) from
the central grouping, the 16S tree in general does not provide a compelling argument for
intraspecies differences. If there are indeed, sub-species level genetic differences, it appears that
16S data is unsuitable for clearly resolving such groupings.
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Figure 2. 2. A neighbor-joining tree from the 16S data of P. macronema
Each number at a node means the percentage of times that clade appeared in the set of 1000
bootstrap replicate trees. Ictalurus punctatus was used as an outgroup.
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II.4.

Discussion

The 16S data were sufficient for correcting misidentifications of Pangasiid species based
on phenotypic/morphological features. All of the projected P. macronema were confirmed to be
classified correctly by the vendors and local fish biologists. This was not suprising due to the
significantly smaller size, distinct “big eyes”, and long barbels characteristics of this Pangasiid.
Conversely, a majority of P. conchophilus samples were mislabeled and were actually P. bocourti.
Indeed, only two P. conchophilus samples genetically matched their phenotypic identification.
These two species exhibit similar morphologies. In total, nine misidentifications were corrected
for P. bocourti and P. hypophthalmus using 16S BLAST results. From a practical standpoint, the
common misidentification of P. bocourti (local name: “Basa”) is relevant because it is one of the
most often cultured Pangasiid fish in the LMB and it maintains a higher market value than other
species such as P. conchopilus (Bush et al., 2009). For this study, correcting errors in phenotypic
identification was critical for ensuring proper species identification for analyses in aim 2.
It is reported that a 1-3% difference between 16SrRNA sequences represents a range where
closely-related species can be differentiated but resolution may be confounded by intraspecies
genetic diversity (Chatellier et al., 2014; Stackebrandt & Goebel, 1994; Wong et al., 2011).
Results from the 16S data reported here show that differences of less than 1% (e.g., 99.4 - 100%)
would need to parsed to resolve any differences at the intraspecies level. This is beyond the level
of resolution for 16S. Still, 16S data demonstrate efficacy at resolving interspecies and intergenus
relationships at sequence identity ranges of 95.3 - 97.0% and 92.0 - 94.1%, respectively.
Intraspecies relationships require another marker (or even another approach) beyond the simple
use of 16S rRNA analysis.
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II.5.

Conclusion

The goal of the first aim of this project was to examine the relative efficacy of phenotypic
identification versus genetic identification of closely-related catfish species using the commonly
used 16S rRNA gene, while concurrently exploring the limitations of 16S analyses to resolve
genetic relatedness at sub-species levels. Using 183 samples targeting four species of catfish from
a collection of over 800 fin and gill samples, it was shown that phenotypic identification alone can
result in misclassification by both local vendors and fish biologists. Using 16S data and the BLAST
functions of the GenBank database, mislabeling was corrected and phylogenetically validated.
After the corrections, the data set included 73 samples of P. bocourti, 68 samples of P. macronema,
39 samples of P. hypophthalmus, and only 3 samples of P. conchophilus (Table 2. 2).
Apart from more practical business/economic reasons, accurate species identifications is
required to the potential use of genetic markers to resolve sub-species relationships in catfish.
Although the 16S data analysis convincingly resolved relationships at the intergenus and
intragenus (i.e., interspecies) levels, it dose not appear to resolve sub-species genetic relatedness.
Therefore, 16S rRNA analyses alone is not suitable for distinguishing geographic variants and is
not useful for characterizing biogeographic structure. To resolve biogeographic trends in catfish
species, different markers that are less conserved than 16S rRNA are required. If higher resolution
markers/genes are not available then, perhaps, completely different genetic approaches, such as
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analyses, are required. However, it is hypotheisized that
single gene markers able to resolve sub-species relatedness are available within the catfish
genome.
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III.

IS THE CATFISH RAG1 GENE USEFUL IN DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN
SPECIES DIFFERENCES IN THE FAMILY PANGASIIDAE?
III.1.

Introduction

Mitochondrial data have been reported to resolve phylogenetic relationships at subfamily,
genus, and species levels (Betancur-R et al., 2007; Pouyaud et al., 2004; Sullivan et al., 2006).
Mitochondrial genes including 16S and COI have been used as markers in catfish for this purpose.
However, intraspecies relationships in Pangasiids have not been studied using these markers.
Despite a lack of direct attempts to resolve sub-species level relationships using COI, it has been
suggested that this gene provides a greater range of phylogenetic signals than that of 16S rRNA.
COI is reported to resolve closely related species (Hebert et al., 2003; Knowlton & Weigt, 1998).
Another gene that has garnered attention for resolving a broad range of genetic relatedness is the
recombination activating gene 1 (rag1). The rag1 gene is present in all jawed vertebrates and is
reported to be a single-copy nuclear gene. (Cramer et al., 2011). It codes for components of a
recombinase involved in V(D)J recombination. Specifically, rag1 plays a role in the assembly of
variable (V), diversity (D), and joining (J) germline segments of T-receptor and immunoglobulin.
Genes with immunological functions can provide information about evolutionary trajectories that
are not coupled to gross morphological changes (Peixoto et al., 2000). Although rag1 has been
employed to reconstruct phylogenetic relationships in mang vertebrate taxa, it has not been used
specifically to examine sub-species level relatedness like distinguishing geographic variants for
elucidating biogeographic structure (Cramer et al., 2011; Sullivan et al., 2000 and 2006).
For the second aim of this study, rag1 was examined to determine its suitability and
efficacy for resolving intraspecies relationships in: P. macronema and P. hypophthalmus.
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Specifically, the following questions are addressed: Is the catfish rag1 gene suitable for
resolving intraspecies relationships in the family Pangasiidae? If so, are there any biogeographic
trends found from analysis of the rag1 sequences of P. macronema and P. hypophthalmus?
III.2.

Materials and Methods
III.2.1. Sample selection

From four Pangasiid species, P. macronema and P. hypophthalmus were selected for rag1
analyses because of the availability of a higher number of samples from these two species in the
specimen collection, their presumed distribution throughout the LMB, and the fact that they
represented two distinct types of catfish in terms of size and commercial use (or lack thereof).
Samples of both species were collected across multiple sampling sites located along different
branches of the river in the LMB (see Fig. 3.3 or 3.5); thus, geographic coverage was broad.
Furthermore, P. macronema is a significantly smaller fish and tends to be a wild and not farmed,
while P. hypophthalmus is a larger fish which occurs in the wild but which is also heavily farmed.
In total, 26 samples of P. hypophthalmus and 35 samples of P. macronema were used in the below
described phylogenetic analyses. This does not include additional samples that were acquired from
sites P and C, which were excluded because these sampling sites are in big city markets where it
the two base assumptions regarding sampling protocol (see section II.2.1) were least likely to hold.
If either or both of these species exhibit biogeographic structure across the LMB and if rag1 can
resolve sub-species patterns, then inferences (or at least hypotheses) could be generated based on
the size and migratory range of these two different species and common use as a commercial fish.
Commercial fish (e.g., P. hypophthalmus) are moved across subregions for aquaculture and sales,
while non-commercialized fish (e.g., P. macronema) would be more restricted to natural habitats.
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III.2.2. Cloning of Recombination Activating Gene 1 (rag1)
The 3’ end of the rag1 gene was first amplified using Quick-Load® Taq 2X Master Mix
(NEB) with the primers described in Table 2. 1. PCR was carried out in a volume of 50 µL,
consisting of 25 µL Quick-Load® Taq 2X Master Mix (NEB), 1 µL of each primer at 10 µM
concentration, 40-100 ng of template DNA, and nuclease-free water to reach the final volume.
Amplification was performed in a T100™ Thermal Cycler (Bio-Rad). The PCR reaction
conditions included an initial denaturation stage at 94ºC for 3 min, 35 cycles of 94ºC for 30 s,
annealing at 55ºC for 30-45 s, extension at 72 for 60-90 s, followed by a final extension at 72 ◦C
for 5-10 min. PCR products were resolved on 1% agarose gels using a Tris-borate (TBE) buffer
(pH 8.3) with 1X final concentration of Midori Green Advanced DNA stain (MG04, Bulldog-Bio),
alongside Quick-Load® 1 kb Plus DNA ladder (NEB) for sizing. Gel electrophoresis was run at
120V for 30 mins, then visualized on a UV transilluminator or imaged using a Gel Doc (Bio-Rad).
This approach yielded low-quality, low-quantity amplicons; thus, an alternative strategy was used.
Specifically, the samples and primers were used with Phusion® Hot Start Flex 2X Master Mix kit
(NEB) since it was suggested that this PCR kit is ideally suited for long and difficult templates.
This was followed by cloning using the TOPO TA Cloning Kit (Invitrogen) as described below.
DNA was amplified using the Phusion® Hot Start Flex 2X Master Mix (NEB), which
generates blunt-end PCR products. DeoxyAdenosine “overhangs” were added to the 3’ end of the
PCR products by adding 0.2 µL of Taq DNA Polymerase 5000 units/mL (NEB) into each
remaining volumes of 15 µL PCR reactions. The mixtures were incubated at 72°C for 10 minutes
in a T100™ Thermal cycler (Bio-Rad) to allow the post-PCR extension. These were then treated
as fresh PCR products and kept on ice for cloning.
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The rag1 amplicons were cloned into the pCR4-TOPO vector and transformed into
Escherichia coli TOP10 competent cells (TOPO TA cloning kit, K457501, Invitrogen) following
the manufacturer’s recommendations with minor modifications. Briefly, a total of 6 µL of each
TOPO cloning reaction was obtained by mixing 4 µL of fresh PCR product, 1 µL of salt solution
(1.2 M NaCl, 0.06 M MgCl2), and 1 µL of the TOPO vector. Reactions were gently mixed and
incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature (RT). After incubation, 2 µL of the TOPO Cloning
reaction was added into one vial of One Shot Chemically Competent E. coli TOP10 and incubated
on ice with gentle mixing for 15 minutes. The reactions were then heat-shocked for 30 seconds at
42°C without shaking, then immediately transferred back to ice. Next, 250 µL of SOC medium
(supplied with the kit and heated to RT) was added into each vial of the transformation reaction.
The tubes were tightly capped, shook horizontally (200 rpm) at 37°C for 1 hour.
A volume of 80 µL of culture at an OD600=X.X for each transformation was spread on a
prewarmed LB plate containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin. The plate was incubated overnight at
37°C. (X-gal was required when using vector pCR2.1-TOPO, but not necessary for use of vector
pCR4). The next day, white colonies were selected and sub-cultured overnight at 37°C in a broth
tube with the same medium used for plates. (A blue colony was also selected to serve as a
negative control). After 12-16 hours, cells were harvested for plasmid extraction.
III.2.3. Plasmid extraction and sequencing
A QIAPrep Spin Miniprep kit (Qiagen) was used for plasmid isolation. Bacterial cells were
harvested by centrifuging 1.5 mL of E. coli TOP10 cultures for 10 mins at 13,000 rpm, followed
by the manufacturer’s protocol. to increase the efficiency of the elution, elution buffer EB
(Invitrogen) was warmed to 37°C before loading into QIAPrep spin columns. Plasmid
concentrations were measured by NanoDrop (DeNovix, Thermo Scientific).
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Extracted plasmids were amplified using M13 primers. The presence of insert was verified
using gel electrophoresis (0.75% agarose). Gels were imaged using a Gel Doc™ XR+ system.
Subsequently, the inserts were sequenced by Eurofins Genomics services (Louisville, KY)
using universal primers M13 forward and reverse with a rag1 internal primer (Sullivan et al., 2006)
(see Table 2. 1 for sequences).

III.2.4. Phylogenetic analyses
The nuclear rag1 sequence contigs were assembled using the Geneious Prime® 2019.1.3
(https://www.geneious.com). The trace data were also annotated with Geneious Prime software.
Overlapping peaks generated by sequencing errors or low-frequency SNPs were manually edited.
Consensus sequences were supported by Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) searches.
Each sequence data set for each species was further aligned using the multiple alignment tool
MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004) and at least one published reference sequence derived from GenBank
(accession numbers: P. macronema HM355783, P. hypophthalmus KR080265) to capture rag1
related sequence data and to eliminate while short fragments of the cloning vectors that were
sequence artifacts due to use of the M13, T3, T7 universal primers.
Phylogenetic trees were constructed in Geneoius Prime using concatenated data of partial
16S sequences (i.e., those produced in Chapter II) and rag1. According to Lake & Moore (1998),
the combination of mtDNA and nDNA genes tends to improve the accuracy of phylogenetic trees.
The neighbor-joining (NJ) tree building method was applied based on the genetic distance between
pairs of sequences, using the Tamura-Nei model (Tamura and Nei, 1993) in the Geneious Tree
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Builder (default parameters). This method is useful for analyzing data sets that have low levels of
sequence divergence (Yang and Rannala, 2012).
Heuristic searches were performed using the bootstrap method containing 1000 replicates.
All trees inferred from the combined 16S and rag1 were rooted using Ictalurus punctatus
(Rafinesque, 1818) as the outgroup taxa (GenBank AF482987) because this is a catfish species
that is distantly related to the Pangasiid species ingroups of interest.
Concatenated sequences were imported into MegAlign (DNASTAR Lasergene 15.3) to
generate sequence matrices displaying the divergence and percent identity values of each sequence
comparison in the alignment. Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were detected in the
SeqMan Pro function of Lasergene 15.3 showing all possible variants. Each SNP was further
confirmed visually by scanning through every variant position in the SNP report.
All DNA sequences generated from this study will be submitted to GenBank.
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III.3.

Results

III.3.1. Cloning of Recombination Activating Gene 1 (rag1)
An example of the cloning results using vector pCR2.1 (with white/blue colony screening)
is shown in Fig. 3.1. The rag1 inserts were confirmed by conducting PCR with the M13 universal
primers on the plasmids extracted from transformed E. coli colonies. The white colonies are
indicative of transformants with inserts while a blue colony suggests that no insert is present, which
can be confirmed using gel electrophoresis (see Fig. 3.1, lane 9). A 750 bp PCR control template
and a negative control were also run as technical controls. From here, samples showing rag1 bands
(over 1.5 kb) were sequenced with primers corresponding to the vector used.

Figure 3. 1. Gel electrophoresis image from the cloning results of the rag1 gene using vector
pCR2.1-TOPO
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III.3.2. Phylogenetic relationships of intraspecies level
The intraspecies relationships of P. hypophthalmus and P. macronema were studied by
analyzing concatenations of 16S and rag1 fragments. A total of 26 sequences of P. hypophthalmus
rag 1 and 35 sequences of P. macronema rag1 were assembled. The 16S-rag1 concatentations
totaled over 2.0 kb in length and exhibited high-quality sequence (i.e., few gaps or ambiguities).
Species-specific alignments were generated. Sequence names are consistent with the assigned
names for the 16S data described in section II (e.g. A03.1, B18) even when combined with rag1.
Sequences for both species were aligned by species with assigned names listed alphabetically.
Alignments of rag1 and 16S for P. macronema were concatenated by the same order of names in
each alignment. Similarly, sequence data for both genes were combined for P. hypophthalmus.
Each concatenated data set was manually checked to eliminate ambiguities before the combination.
A data set of 26 concatenated sequences (each 2,107 bp long) for P. hypophthalmus was generated
using 537 bp from the 16S fragment and 1,570 bp from the rag1 fragment from each sample.
Similarly, the P. macronema data set consisted of 35 concatenated sequences (each 2,077 bp long)
containing 537 bp from 16S and 1,540 bp from rag1. Percent identity and divergence values were
generated in matrices constructed in MegAlign (DNASTAR Lasergene 15.3) for each species.
Then, all statistics were summarized by species (see Table 3.1).
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Table 3. 1. Summary of the datasets from the P. hypophthalmus and P. macronema
concatenations
Dataset (bp)
Species

N

16S

rag1

Combined
data

Percent
identity
(%)

Divergence
(%)

P. hypophthalmus

26

537

1,570

2,107

99.5- 100

0.0 - 0.5

P. macronema

35

537

1,540

2,077

99.1 - 100

0.0 - 0.9

Note: N = Number of specimens with rag1 gene were successfully sequenced; bp – base pairs.
The number of specimens whose rag1 genes were cloned and sequenced successfully, sequence
lengths of each of the two genes (16S, and rag1), dataset combined of these two genes, percent
identity and divergence values of each concatenation from the two Pangasiid species.

In addition to sequence matrices calculating percent identity/divergence, a deeper
examination of was completed to identify putative single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within
the alignments for both P. hypophthalmus (Fig. 3.2a) and P. macronema (Fig. 3.4a). Alignment
of P. hypophthalmus concatenated sequences displayed less than 20 variants with the rag1 gene
showing a higher number of putative SNPs than 16S (as expected). This translates as an average
of only one variant for every 100 bp in length and is consistent with identity matrix results. The
identity matrix (Fig. 3.2) shows a percent identity in a range of 99.5-100% and divergence ranged
from 0.0-0.5%, with only one value of 0.5%. The majority of divergence values were from 0.10.3%. Identity and divergence values for P. hypophthalmus suggest very low genetic variability
across these concatenated sequences and a low probability of detecting meaningful clusters (i.e.,
intraspecies groupings). This analyses is further supported by phylogenetic trees.
Specifically, a NJ tree was constructed using the aforementioned alignments of 16S-rag1
concatenations from P. hypophthalmus samples with 1000 bootstrap replicates (Fig. 3.3).
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Although a couple of bootstrap values exceeded 30%, the majority of branches showed less than
30% indicating weak signal for elucidating any potential intraspecies divisions (i.e., clades).

Figure 3. 2. Data analyses of P. hypophthalmus
(a) Alignment of 2,107 bp from 26 samples of P. hypophthalmus. Black marks indicate positions
where SNPs occur. (b) A matrix of percent identity matrix versus divergence from the current
alignment. All IDs are arranged in the same order in both (a) and (b).
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Figure 3. 3. A neighbor-joining tree from the concatenation data of P. hypophthalmus
Each number at a node means the percentage of times that clade appeared in the set of 1000
bootstrap replicate trees. Ictalurus punctatus was used as the outgroup. The sample IDs were
color-coded by their assigned sampling locations, as shown in the sampling map on the top left
of the figure.

In terms of biogeography for P. hypophthalmus, the tree also suggests that either there are
no geographic variant subpopulations or that the marker(s) used are unable to resolve
biogeographic structure between subpopulations of the species. Indeed, other than a few high-side
monophylys from the same sampling site, a scan of the color-coding by sampling locations shows
that no discernable biogeographic patterns are resolved. Therefore, for these 26 concatenated
sequenes of P. hypophthalmus, and the rag1 marker does not suitable for intraspecies
differentiation.
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Figure 3. 4. Data analyses of P. macronema
(a) Alignment of 2,077 bp from 35 sampled of P. macronema. Black marks indicate positions
where SNPs occur. (b) A matrix of percent identity matrix versus divergence from the current
alignment. Divergence of 0.6-0.9 was highlighted. All IDs are arranged in the same order in both
(a) and (b).
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Similar analyses were conducted using the partial 16S-rag1 concatenated sequences from
the 35 samples of P. macronema (see Fig. 3.4). Although results were similar in that the number
of putative SNPs in the rag1 sequence exceeded the number observed for 16S, it was also apparent
that when the P. macronema data set was compared that of P. hypophthalmus, the overall number
of SNPs from P. macronema was greater and showed some suspicious patterns. The SNPs at each
position (Fig. 3.4 black tick marks) were detected SeqMan Pro (DNASTAR Lasergene 15.3). The
results showed 42 variant positions, of which 22 variants were manually confirmed to be common
SNPs while the remaining 20 were confounded by a single base difference from one sequence in
the dataset. Interestingly, sequences from sampling sites A and B exhibited six SNPs in linkages
that were not observed in any other assigned group of samples. This result provided additional
support for the cluster that formed in the phylogenetic tree (see Fig. 3.5).
For P. macronema, typical divergence values were higher than those of P. hypophthalmus,
ranging from 0.0-0.9% with multiple hits in the higher range of 0.6-0.9% (see Fig. 3.4b, red boxes).
The higher divergence values occur when samples from the locations A and B are compared with
the rest samples of the data set. Divergences of 0.6-0.8% also occur in the cross-sections of several
other individuals from other locations; for example, samples F06, G10, and H67. This result is an
initial signal of sub-species level population trends withing the P. macronema dataset.
Phylogenetic trees were generated to further explore this suspicious signal (Fig. 3.5).
As previously described, a NJ tree with 1000 bootstrap replicates was generated but this
time using the 16S-rag1 dataset for P. macronema. The same sequence identification and color
schemes were used for illustrating tree results. Although bootstrap values were not extremely high
(i.e., >80%), they were close to 40% for branches of interest.
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Figure 3. 5. A neighbor-joining tree from the concatenation data of P. macronema
Each number at a node means the percentage of times that clade appeared in the set of 1000
bootstrap replicate trees. Ictalurus punctatus was used as the outgroup. The sample IDs were
color-coded by their assigned sampling location, as shown in the sampling map on the top left of
the figure.

Specifically, a cluster including all of the seven samples from sites A and B was observed.
These samples account for 20% of the entire dataset (35 samples). Although the bootstrap value
for this cluster was moderate (bootstrap value of 38.5%), the absence of any samples from
sampling site M, N, or O raise possibilities for a potential biogeographic signal. Specifically, these
data suggest that there may be a barrier to gene flow in the northwestern “upper” branches of the
region that isolates sites A and B, which only share relatedness to downstream sites of the eastern
segments of the river (e.g., site J and sites southeast of J).
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III.4.

Discussion

A comparison of the sequence data from P. hypophthalmus and P. macronema samples
suggests different trends. Although identity matrices show that the percent sequence identity
within each species exceeds 99% (as would be expected for samples from the same species),
differences in divergence values and ranges (i.e., variance) suggests that there may be resolvable
differences between groups of sequences in P. macronema. For both species, rag1 sequences
showed a higher number of SNPs than 16S but there also appear to be more SNPs in the rag1 gene
of P. macronema than rag1 of P. hypophthalmus.
Using phylogenetic methods to further investigate potential subspecies level patterns that
could potentially map to geography (i.e., sampling sites), no remarkable clusters were resolved for
P. hypophthalmus. Phylogenies for P. macronema (color-coded and named by sample site)
resolved a cluster represented by all seven of the samples from sites A and B as well as sites
downstream of A and B to the southeast. Moreover, there was a conspicuous absence of samples
from sample sites M, N, and O (with site M being connect directly downstream of sites N and O).
This pattern could indicate a barrier inhibiting gene flow from upstream sites A and B to upstream
sites N, and O (and vice-versa). If there is a genetically-distinct subpopulation of P. macronema
at sites A and B that contribute to downstream sites (i.e., sites southeast of site J) along the more
northeastern branch of the river without direct inputs to the gene pool at sampling sites O and N
(or downstream of site M along the more southeastern branch) would require further analyses with
more samples from each location taken during different seasons. However, these data as they stand
do justify testing the hypothesis that there exists a barrier to gene flow between P. macronema
subpopulations in the two upstream branches (i.e., A-B vs. N-O branches) of the Lower Mekong
River, near the Vietnam-Cambodian border.
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If this hypothesis is further supported by additional sequences and, perhaps, other methods,
the presence of an upstream barrier in P. macronema and the apparent absence of a similar barrier
for P. hypophthalmus could be explained by a number of factors.
First, with regard to P. hypophthalmus and the lack of a subspecies signal, it may simply
be the case that there is more prevalent gene flow in this species or that rag1 for P. hypophthalmus
simply does not have the ability to provide subspecies level resolution. The greater gene flow
could be explained by a more broad and longer range migratory pattern in this larger catfish or by
the fact that P. hypophthalmus is a farmed commercial fish that is sold fresh (i.e., alive) throughout
the region and may be traded to stock breeding populations in fish farms throughout the delta.
Interestingly, the suggestion of pervasive gene flow among populations of P. hypophthalmus was
also reported by So et al. (2006 b) in a study of P. hypophthalmus along stretches of the Mekong
river system in Cambodia using mtDNA markers.
The inability of rag1 to resolve subspecies signals is also a potential explanation. Indeed,
debate continues about whether nuclear genes diverge too slowly to pick up species level signals
(Page et al., 2019). However, this nuclear particular gene (i.e., rag1) with immunological functions
was also described as a marker that could resolve high-end divergences to taxonomic terminals
(Cramer et al., 2011; Sullivan et al., 2006). Despite this description, the ambiguity in how high
rag1 resolution may be remained unresolved since no direct attempt to employ rag1 in
differentiating conspecies differences is published in the literature. If differentiation of intergenus
or interspecies level relatedness was the limit of rag1, then, of course it would be unsuitable for
elucidating biogeographic structure within a species. However, the present study indicates that
there is a potential biogeographic rag1 signal for P. macronema.
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Specifically, a subpopulation (20% of the total P. macronema dataset) formed a cluster in
the present study, re-igniting the possibility that rag1 may serve as a single nuclear marker that
can resolve subspecies level relatedness. Moreover, the pattern described indicates a putative
barrier to gene flow between P. macronema in the southeast upstream branch of the Lower Mekong
River south of the Vietnamese-Cambodian border and the northwestern upstream branch.
Since P. macronema is a smaller, predominantly wild species compared to the larger
commercial catfish P. hypophthalmus, a plausible explanations for the biogeographic structure are
that: (a) P. macronema, has defined constraints on the distance and/or direction that it migrates;
or, (b) P. macronema is not a commercial or heavily cultured species and therefore it is not readily
moved about the region by humans and maintains populations structures that are more natural for
a wild species. Alternatively, both of the above reasons could contribute to a biogeographic profile
for P. macronema in the lower Mekong delta. The fact that this proposed genetic structure appears
to dissolve once the lowest points in the delta are reached provides further support that the rag1
for P. macronema signal may be authentic. A mix of blue and green coded samples from the
northeastern branch with red and orange coded samples suggests that in the lower part of the delta,
which is subject to seasonal flooding, may contribute to more extensive gene flow. In other words,
although upper branches which are not disrupted by flooding to the same extent as lower branches
constrain gene flow resulting in geographic variants, the lower delta may more readily support
migration between branches during significant flooding events. This idea that the water path of
different river branches constrains gene flow in freshwater fish due to drainage structures over
short to moderate evolutionary times has been previously reported (So et al., 2006 a).
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III.5.

Conclusion

The nuclear gene, rag1, was amplified via PCR, cloned, and then sequenced for 26 samples
of P. hypophthalmus and 35 samples of P. macronema. In both species, the rag1 sequences
exhibited greater genetic variability than the 16S rRNA sequences, which were used to resolve
species misidentifications in Specific Aim 1. Each rag 1 sequence was then concatenated to the
16S rRNA sequence from the same species to provide greater coverage for deeper genetic analysis.
In Specific Aim 2, the hypothesis that catfish rag 1 can be used to resolve subspecies level
relatedness was tested. The alignment of P. macronema 16SrRNA-rag1 concatenated sequences
(2,077 bp per concatenated sequence) revealed 22 different SNP patterns, raising the question of
whether separate geographic variant populations for a catfish species could be resolved using rag1.
Sequence identity matrices for both P. hypophthalmus and P. macronema showed greater than
99% sequence identity between the different sequences for each species, which is expected for
within species comparisons. However, divergence values for P. macronema where generally
higher (0.6-0.9%) and covered a broader range (0.0-0.9%) than those of P. hypophthalmus
indicating that divergence data for P. macronema may contain enough variation for deep analysis.
Using phyologenetic analyses to explore potential signals of differential relatedness of
within species 16SrRNA-rag1concatenated sequences proved inconclusive for P. hypophthalmus.
Either rag1 does not provide sufficient resolution to capture sub-species level differences or no
significant differences exist between specimens collected from across the Mekong River Delta.
Considering a lack of prior evidence that rag1 is capable of resolving sub-species level relatedness,
the former conclusion of unsuitable resolvabilty of rag1 could not be disputed. However, analysis
of 16SrRNA-rag1sequences from P. macronema provided a conspicuous sub-species level signal.
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Specifically, a cluster mapping heavily to collection sites A and B that included sequences
from connected downstream sampling sites (e.g., J, H, G, and D) and excluded sequences from a
parallel upstream group (i.e., sites O and N) and sites directly downstream of (i.e., site M) suggests
that there may be a barrier to gene flow between the upper northeastern branch and upper
northwestern branches of the river system near the Cambodian-Vietnamese border. If this pattern
is validated through analyses that increase the number of samples and include samples taken in
multiple seasons, then there would be support for the hypothesis that rag1 is capable of resolving
subspecies level differences and would be useful as a rapid detection marker for biogeographic
structure. If rag1 is able to resolve geographically-distinct populations within a species and no
signal was found for P. hypophthalmus but biogeographic structure is resolved for P. macronema,
then the reasons for more constrained gene flow between subpopulation of P. macronema can be
posited given the difference in migratory behavior, size, and/or commercial use between the
smaller, wild P. macronema and the larger, commercialized P. hypophthalmus.
It is noted that bootstrap values supporting the A-B heavy “clade” of P. macronema in the
phylogenetic analysis were not highly robust (38.5% bootstrap values out of 1000 tree replicates);
however, support for branching was stronger than for branching generated for P. hypothalamus.
Moreover, the physical separation of the two parallel branches of the lower Mekong River near
the Vietnamese-Cambodian border and the area’s relative resistance to flooding when compared
to lower stretches of the Mekong Delta provide additional support for the noted biogeographic
structure in wild P. macronema. Finally, if rag1 can resolve biogeographic structure by detecting
subspecies level differences in a wild catfish, then it may be useful in rapid, single gene analyses
for determining the impacts of anthropogenic or natural factors on river system stability, thus
contributing to the broader scope of the research effort.
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IV.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The Future research directions include: (1) validating the above-describe preliminary results

concerning the ability of rag1 to serve as a rapid single gene marker for detecting sub-species level
relatedness in catfish of the Mekong Delta; (2) exploring whether other catfish species of the LMB
exhibit biogeographic structure; (3) explaining any differences in biogeography between different
catfish species and what be driving select biogeographic profiles (i.e., are there barriers); and, (4)
if there are biogeographic barriers, what are the sources (e.g., natural or anthropogenic) that form
and/or sustain these barriers to gene flow. Lastly, to contribute to the ongoing discussion of
whether select mitochondrial markers have higher resolution than select nuclear markers, a direct
comparision of rag1 (nuclear gene) data with COI (mitochondrial gene) data should be completed,
since both have been touted as high resolution markers. If, ultimately, single gene markers cannot
resolve subspecies level differences, then more advanced high-throughput methods such as
Restriction-site Associated DNA sequencing (RADseq) analysis may be required.
The potential ability of the nuclear rag1 gene to differentiate intraspecies structures is
suggested from the results of Specific Aim 2. However, our datasets were small with limited
samples collected in only in the month June (2017). Expanding the datasets to include samples
from specimens from the same locations during the month of November or December is
recommended to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of population dynamics in potential
indicator species. Because catfish migrate upstream in the Mekong River for spawning during the
months of May through July and return to the downstream in September through December when
the water level becomes suitable for rearing offspring (Hill & Hill, 1994) understanding season
variations in biogeographic profiles is prudent.
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Other robust molecular techniques may be employed to resolve any notable population
trends or biogeographic structures at the intraspecies level on other species of catfishes in the same
geographic area of interest. For example, high-throughput techniques based on restriction siteassociated DNA sequencing (RADseq), which refers to a range of related techniques relying on
restriction enzymes to determine the set of loci to be sequenced across the genome to generate
information on population-level variation (Andrews et al., 2016; Baird et al., 2008). This approach
uses Illumina next-generation sequencing to simultaneously discover and score ten to hundreds of
thousands of SNPs in multiple individuals at a genome-wide scale (Etter et al., 2011), whereas
only 22 common SNPs were detected from the current concatenation of Sanger sequencing data
from 16S and rag1 (Fig. 3.4a). RADseq enables the identification and genotyping of thousands of
genetic markers for any species, even in non-model organisms for which few genomic resources
presently exist (Andrews et al., 2016). Therefore, it is appropriate for this project to study the four
Pangasiid catfish species when only P. hypophalmus has the whole genome published in GenBank.
A robust technique together with larger datasets will robustly provide phylogeographic
relationships of intraspecies populations.
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V.
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VI.

APPENDIX

Table A 1. Sampling locality assignation with corresponding coordinates
Collection site
(City/Province)
Hong Ngu
Cao Lanh
Sa Dec
My Tho
Go Cong
Ben Tre
Thanh Phu
Tra Vinh
Duyen Hai
Vinh Long
Soc Trang
Tran De
Nga Bay
Long Xuyen
Chau Doc
Can Tho
(sampled in 4 different
big markets)

Assignation

Coordinates

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
(including 3
sub-locations
W-X-YP)

10◦48'26.4"N 105◦20'40.9"E
10◦27'14.7"N 105◦38'14.3"E
10◦18'52.1''N 105◦44'44.7''E
10°21'28.0"N 106°22'05.4"E
10◦21'44.6''N 106◦40'59.7''E
10°08'21.0"N 106°21'12.0"E
9°56'57.5"N 106°31'03.7"E
9◦56'07.9''N 106◦20'32.7''E
9◦37'55.9''N 106◦29'37.6''E
10◦15'22.6''N 105◦58'21.7''E
9°36'15.6'' N 105°5835.0'' E
9°31'32.2'' N 106°12'2.5'' E
9°48'26.9'' N 105°49'22.8'' E
10◦22'59.4"N 105◦26'42.7"E
10◦42'39.9"N 105◦07'08.1"E
10◦01'53.5''N 105◦47'17.2''E

Total number of
samples used in
this study
15
16
4
6
0
8
5
26
6
11
2
4
14
17
13
36

Total = 183
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